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box adding only a tarpaulin and some metal
clearance pylons. I undercoated the Protze
with black and once dry I added a dark grey
shade and a layer of hairspray. Over this, I
airbrushed the winter camouflage and then
applied decals. I used dry transfer decals for
the crosses and water-slide decals for the other
markings. The tools as well as elements of the
interior were then painted with Vallejo acrylics.
The seats and benches were airbrushed flat
black, and I find that using an airbrush on seats
tends to give them a more realistic, mottled
appearance than a paint brush can do. Lastly,
some dark earth was painted onto the
underside, the front and fenders to simulate
accumulated mud and road grime. 

The cabin was by far the most challenging
yet satisfying element of the diorama. It was
constructed completely from basswood and
balsa. Lengths of rectangular balsa were then
carved to round off the edges, and a serrated
knife was used to add a rough grain to each
length. Next I measured each piece and
notched the ends with a razor blade and the
walls were secured with wood glue. Next a form
for the chimney was built out of basswood
stock. I used a fairly thick stock for this.
However, after assembling and washing what I
thought to be an ample amount of small rocks

for the chimney sides I realised it would be too
heavy and probably cause the whole cabin to
fall over. My quandary then was to come up
with another material that was both lightweight
and appear to be stone. After racking my brain
for days, the answer was on a shelf just above
my head………cork tiles. So, I cut a few lengths

and glued them the side of the
chimney……….perfect! After that I completed
the chimney and cabin much faster than I
thought, and I do believe it turned out nicely. 

The base then received some tyre ruts and
an ample dusting of snow. The icicles were
made from clear styrene sprue gently heated
and stretched. The spruce trees were pre-
made and received a bit of clear glue and
snow as well. The figures were mostly Hobby
Fan resin pieces and these were sanded and
assembled with CA glue. Just mind the dust
from the sanding as it can settle in your lungs
for a very long time, somewhat like asbestos,
so as with any resin items a face mask should
always be worn. The figures were undercoated
with black and then brush painted with Vallejo
acrylics. Although the cabin posed me a few
problems, it was satisfying to know I could
work from scratch in another medium. The
feeling of tension as the soldiers approach the
unknown is almost palpable in my opinion.
Would it be empty or a trap set for the
uninvited? Such questions are intriguing and
define a good diorama. All the best…. and
keep building!
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Rob Liles
6X4 Krupp Protze Truck

F
or my build I chose a time and setting
that reflected the first day of the attack.
Having triggered the flight or capture of
several American units, the Germans have
turned their attentions upon the civilian

population, and as those behind the initial attack
would often travel by truck or auto, I chose to
use Tamiya’s 1:35 Krupp Protze. The number of
figures used was just enough to fit into the
vehicle, as the Protze was a hybrid
truck/personnel carrier. 

Using a ruler I marked the overall dimensions for my
diorama base, as well as the distances between each
element, and from these measurements I cut a
suitable piece of foam. The Tamiya kit was a very simple
build with little or no fill required. The level of surface

and interior detail was, however, somewhat
plain. Each tyre also had to be sanded

down as they tended to have a
peak at the center of the tread
and look a bit unnatural. I built
the Protze largely out of the
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The figures were mostly Hobby Fan resin pieces

Dry transfers were used for the crosses and water-

slide decals for the other markings

The cabin was constructed from basswood and balsa
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As Allied forces closed upon
their homeland, desperate

measures were taken by the
German High Command. Daring

attacks were undertaken
through the Ardennes region

in the early hours of December
16, 1944 which caught the
weary and green American
units completely off guard.

Deep thrusts were made into
the rear of the thinly held lines

and upon crossing into
Belgium, German forces sought

not only the destruction of
those facing them, but also to
exact revenge on the civilians

whom they assumed had
helped them. Many small

hamlets simply ceased to exist
following the ruthless

mopping-up of SS forces.
Spearheaded by none other
than Joachim Piper, former
secretary to Himmler, shock

columns attempted to create
as much terror and confusion

as possible.
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Retaliation in the Ardennes - December 1944

6X4 Krupp Protze Truck
Manufacturer: Tamiya
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 317

Kits Used

The Protze was largely out of the

box, adding only a tarpaulin and

some metal clearance pylons


